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The Code Busters are at it again! In the sixth installment of The Code Busters Club, the gang goes on a school field trip to Angel Island. They are on the hunt for a hidden puzzle box, but make a shocking and dangerous discovery along the way. Cody, Quinn, Luke, Mika and M.E. use their wits to crack puzzles and codes, and solve the mystery of the island’s shifty security guard.

There are several types of puzzles in the book, and readers get to decipher them all, right along with the Code Busters. Alphanumeric code, finger signing, Morse code, symbols, and an answer key are just a few examples of what is included. This interactive facet adds a level of fun that helps readers feel like they are part of the story, while providing educational opportunities at the same time. This book could easily be used for different aspects in math, English, and social studies. Readers will look forward to going along on other code busting adventures.